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Abstract

Let G be a 3-partite graph with 3n vertices, n in each class, such that each vertex is connected
to at least 2

3n +
√
n of the vertices in each of the other two classes. In this paper it will be

proved that G contains n vertex-disjoint triangles, it will also be shown by example that this is
close to being sharp. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and notation

Let G be a graph with vertices {v1; : : : ; vp}. We say that a graph H is a blown-up
G with minimum partial degree �′ if the vertices of H can be partitioned into disjoint
sets V1; : : : ; Vp such that if vivj is an edge of G, then the bipartite graph induced by
Vi and Vj in H has minimum degree �′.
The sets V1; : : : ; Vp will be called the vertex parts of H . If |V1|= · · ·= |Vp| then H

is said to be a balanced blown-up G. In this case we say that H has a G-factor if H
contains n=|V (H)|=p mutually vertex-disjoint copies of G, where each copy has exactly
one vertex in each vertex part V1; : : : ; Vp of H . If not stated otherwise, n will denote
the order (n= |V (H)|=p) of the vertex parts of H . As an example if F is a C4-factor
of a graph H which is a blown-up C4. Then each cycle in F must start in a vertex part
of H and go around through all vertex parts of H and return to the initial vertex part.
Suppose H is a balanced blown-up triangle with vertex parts V1; V2 and V3, and C

is a cycle in H where V (C) = {c1; : : : ; c3l}, and ci is adjacent to ci+1. If C has the
property that ci ∈ Vj whenever i ≡ j(modulo 3), then we say that C is a spiraling
cycle of H . We de�ne analogously a spiraling path of H .
A well-known theorem of Corr�adi and Hajnal [1] implies that a graph H with 3k

vertices and minimum degree �(H)¿2k contains a spanning subgraph consisting of
mutually vertex-disjoint cycles of lengths 3.
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Theorem 1.1 (Corr�adi and Hajnal [1]). If H is a graph with at least 3k vertices and
minimum degree at least 2k then H contains k vertex-disjoint cycles.

This result has been generalised in several directions. Szemer�edi and Hajnal proved
that if H has minimum degree �(H)¿[(p− 1)=p]n and p divides n then H contains
a spanning graph consisting of mutually vertex-disjoint Kps [4]. Theorem 1.1 is also
a special case of a famous conjecture of El-Zah�ar [2].

Conjecture 1.2 (El-Zah�ar [2]). If G is a graph with n = n1 + · · · + nk vertices and
�(G)¿d 12n1e + · · · + d 12nke then G has a spanning subgraph consisting of mutually
vertex-disjoint cycles of lengths n1; : : : ; nk .

In this paper will be proved a variant of Theorem 1.1. We will assume that H is
a balanced blown-up triangle with minimum partial degree �′(H). It turns out that we
need slightly more than �′(H)¿ 2

3n to guarantee a triangle factor in this case. This
comes close to proving a special case of a conjecture of H�aggkvist [3].

Conjecture 1.3 (H�aggkvist [3]). If G is a balanced blown up Cp with minimum partial
degree [(p+ 1)=2p]n+ 1 then H has a Cp-factor.

A discussion about counterexamples matching Conjecture 1.3 will be given in the
remark at the end of this paper. Hence the main result of this paper is best possible
up to the coe�cient 2

3 of n. The term
√
n could be improved by the same type of

argument as in our theorem, but no such attempt will be made since the optimal value
is probably independent of the parameter n.

2. Main result

To prove that G contains a triangle-factor we will show that a maximal counter
example cannot exist. By maximal, we mean a graph with the property that it is not
a proper subgraph of any other counterexample. The following lemma will be useful
to achieve this.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that G is a blown-up triangle and l is an integer; P⊆G is a
spiraling path of length 3l; vertex-disjoint from the triangle T ⊆G. Then if |E(P; T )|¿
4l+ 2 then the graph H = P ∪ T contains two vertex-disjoint triangles.

Proof. Denote the vertices of P by p1; : : : ; p3l and let S1; : : : ; Sl be the subpaths of P
such that V (Si) = {p3i−2; p3i−1; p3i}. Put V (T ) = {x1; x2; x3} where xi and pi belong
to the same set in the partition of G for i=1; 2; 3. If l=1 then every vertex of P has
two neighbours in T and the two triangles p1x2x3 and p2p3x1 prove our claim in this
case.
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We proceed by induction on l. If S1 or Sl has at most 4 neighbours in T then by
induction P \ S1 or P \ Sl contains two vertex disjoint triangles. Hence, we can assume
that both S1 and Sl have exactly 5 neighbours in T . Then each of those paths has
two vertices with two neighbours in T and one vertex with one neighbour in T . This
vertex with one neighbour in T will be called the poor vertex of the path.
Note that we can assume that neither p2 or p3l−1 is poor, since in the case that

p2 is poor, if p2x1 ∈ E(G) then we have the two triangles p2x1p3 and p1x2x3, and
if p2x3 ∈ E(G) then we have the two triangles p2x3p1 and p3x2x3. By symmetry this
holds for p3l−1 also. Note that if pr is poor and r = 1 or r = 3 and j¿1 then no
vertex p3j+r of P can have two neighbours in T . Hence if p1 is poor then p3l−2 is
poor. Therefore by relabelling the vertices of P if necessary we can assume that p3
is poor. Note that the neighbour of p3 must be x2.
By induction we can assume that S2 has at least 4 neighbours in T . If p4x2 ∈ E(G)

then the triangles p3x2p4 and p2x1x3 prove our lemma. Therefore both p4 and p6
must have one neighbour in T and p5 must have two. Note that the neighbour of p6
must be the vertex x2. Repeating the argument we get that in Si for i=2; : : : ; l the end
vertices must have exactly one neighbour in T and the other vertex must have two.
This contradicts the fact that p3l−2 has two such neighbours.

Theorem 2.2. Let G be a balanced blown-up triangle with minimum partial degree
�′(G)¿ 2

3n+
√
n. Then G has a triangle-factor.

Proof. Let V1; V2 and V3 denote the vertex parts of G. Suppose G is a maximal
counterexample. We will show that this leads to a contradiction.
The hypothesis of the theorem implies that 2

3n +
√
n6n, so that n¿9. Since

the addition of any further edges to G creates a triangle-factor by the maximality
of G; G itself contains n − 1 vertex-disjoint triangles, say Ti for i = 1; : : : ; n − 1.
Let xj ∈ Vj; j = 1; 2; 3 be the three vertices not in any of these triangles, and put
X = {x1; x2; x3}. For x ∈ V (G)\X let T (x) be the triangle containing x. Let

Di = {x ∈ Vi \xi: xi has two neighbours in T (x)} (1)

for i = 1; 2; 3. Hence, Di contains vertices which can be exchanged with xi in such a
way that we still have n − 1 independent triangles. Let H be the induced graph on⋃3
i=1 Di. Note that |Di|¿2(�′(G)− 1)− (n− 1)¿ 1

3n+ 2
√
n− 1 for i = 1; 2; 3. So

�′(H)¿�′(G)−
(
n− min

i=0;1;2
{|Di|}

)
¿3

√
n− 1: (2)

Let P be a spiraling path in H such that P has at most one vertex in each triangle Ti
and 3 divides |V (P)|. By Eq. (2) we can choose P such that |V (P)|¿3√n−1, however
choose P so that |V (P)|=3l where the integer l satis�es √n− 3

2¡ 3l¡
√
n+ 3

2 . Let
the vertices of P be V (P) = {p1; : : : ; p3l}, and note that l¿1 since

√
n¿3, so that

3
2 l63l− 3

2¡
√
n¡ 3l+ 3

26
9
2 l: (3)
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Fig. 1. Extending to a triangle factor.

Let F be the graph spanned by those triangles T1; : : : ; Tn−1 not having a vertex on P.
Note that F contains n−3l−1 vertex disjoint triangles forming a triangle factor of F .
Furthermore, put H1 = G − F − X . Then we have

|E(P; F)|¿ |E(P;G)| − |E(P; X )| − |E(P;H1)|

¿
3l∑
i=1

d(pi; G)− 6l− 18l2

¿ 6l�′(G)− 6l− 18l2
¿ 4ln+ 6l

√
n− 6l− 18l2

= (4l+ 1)(n− 3l− 1) + (
9
2 l−

√
n
) (√

n− 3
2 l
)
+ 3

4 l
2 + l+ 1

¿ (4l+ 1)(n− 3l− 1)

by (3). Therefore some triangle T = Ti in F must satisfy |E(P; T )|¿4l+ 2. Then by
Lemma 2.1, the graph P∪T contains two vertex-disjoint spiraling triangles T ′ and T ′′,
and these triangles use exactly three vertices {y1; y2; y3} from P where yi ∈ Vi. But
then the triangles spanned by T ′; T ′′ and (xi ∪ T (yi)) \yi for i = 1; 2; 3 will extend
our set of n − 1 vertex-disjoint triangles to a triangle factor of G, (see Fig. 1. This
contradiction proves the theorem.

It is not hard to see that the same minimum partial degree will imply the existence
of a Cp-factor in a balanced blown-up Cp. Note that in Conjecture 1.3 the minimum
partial degree is a lot smaller for p¿4.

Corollary 2.3. Let G be a balanced blown up Cp with minimum partial degree
�′(G)¿ 2

3n+
√
n then G has a Cp-factor.
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Fig. 2. Line segments between sets Vi and Bj indicate that they are connected by a complete bipartite graph.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2 this holds for p=3. Suppose p¿ 3 and the claim is true for
smaller values of p. Since �′¿ 1

2n there must be a perfect matching M between V1
and V2. Let H be the graph obtained by contracting M . By induction H has n vertex
disjoint cycles of lengths p − 1. These cycles together with M determine n vertex
disjoint cycles in G.

Remark. Conjecture 1.3 would be sharp if true as shown by the following exam-
ples. Let H be the graph with vertex set V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ V2q where |Vi| = m. Let
Bi⊂Vi with cardinality |Bi| = m=q − 1. Connect all vertices of Vi to Vi+1, and all
vertices of Bi to Vi+q−1 and Vi+q+1 for i = 1; : : : ; 2q (indices counted modulo 2q).
Then H is a balanced blown-up Cq with minimum partial degree �′ = m+ m=q− 1 =
[(q + 1)=q]m− 1 = [(q + 1)=2q]n− 1 since n= 2|Vi|= 2m. But every cycle of length
q in a Cq-factor of H would use a vertex of Bi for some i. Hence H has at most
2q(m=q)− 1¡n of those cycles, showing that it has no Cq-factor (see Fig. 2 for the
case q=3). We must have strictly more than [(p+1)=2p]n as minimum partial degree
as shown by the following examples. Let H be the graph with vertex set V=V1∪· · ·∪Vp
where Vk = {vk1 ; vk2 ; vk3} (k = 1; : : : ; p). Let Bi denote the bipartite graph induced by Vi
and Vi+1. For odd p let Bk (k = 1; : : : ; p) be the cycle de�ned by connecting the ver-
tices in the following order vk1 ; v

k+1
2 ; vk3 ; v

k+1
3 ; vk2 ; v

k+1
1 . Now H is a balanced blown-up

Cp with minimum partial degree 2= 2
3n¿[(p+1)=2p]n. A Cp-factor of H will deter-

mine a matching Mk in each Bk . Each matching Mk will act as a permutation Pk on
the subscripts of the vertices in Vk and Vk+1. It is easy to see that those permutations
always will be odd, hence when composing any combination of p permutations we
will get an odd permutation. This contradicts the fact that a Cp-factor would give the
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Fig. 3. The graph Bk and the two possible matchings of it.

identity when we compose its permutations, hence H cannot have a Cp-factor (see
Fig. 3). If p were even it is easy to see that we would get a counterexample if we
changed B1 to the cycle v11; v

2
2; v

1
2; v

2
3; v

1
3; v

2
1, since this graph would give even permuta-

tions only.
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